Ishi the shadow man had to put back where it was. In order to live, he had to hide that he did.
(RY, 56-57) in which he is the exact opposite of modern man, especially modern California man.
With beautiful economy the poem presents the physical elements of Ishi's life and his relationship to them: Erased footprints, berries that purify the breath, rituals before dawn with water. The memory of the father, a man close to the earth ("He lived by trapping 89 Criticism and hunting/wherever the old slough ran"?"Some Shadows," A, 4), in but not quite of the prairie towns in which the family lives, dominates many of these poems. Adolescent rebellion is absent; the father appears not as rival or oppressor, but as teacher, initiator, gift-bearer, and the gift he brings is a way of perceiving or of being in the world:
My father could hear a little animal step, or a moth in the dark against the screen, and every far sound called the listening out into places where the rest of us had never been.
("Listening," RY, 27) It is a poem about perception, not as a passive receiving but as a search (the listening goes out), and the father seems a kind of primordial poet, whose own perceptions remain unverbalized. "Inviting the quiet by turning the face," he scents and he hears the easily overlooked, the small and the distant.
The prairie town itself, the town of an adolescent boy, appears typically in "Garden City." Given that title, we expect irony or sentimentality; Stafford pro vides neither: 
Criticism
And the river there meant something always coming from snow and flashing around boulders after shadow-fish lurking below the mesa.
We stood with wet towels over our heads for shade, looking past the Indian picture rock and the kind of trees that act out whatever has happened to them. Modern poets habitually deal in apocalypse and Stafford is no exception, though his are characteristically quiet?"soft apocalypses," one might call them, yet they can be sweeping, too. "The Epitaph Ending in And" suggests a total, Summer will rise till the houses fear; streets will hear underground streams; purple, the banished color, will flare. This is the town where the vine will come.
People will listen but will not hear. Eyes will wizen to find a friend. When no one is watching the candleflame this is the town where the wind will come. But the conclusion is pure Stafford in its sober naturalism: the world speaks. The world speaks everything to us. It is our only friend.
As Stafford has written in prose, "We hear each other but we do not hear the earth." The poet opens his senses to the influences of the earth, he speaks for it, he comes as one "Representing Far Places" (to borrow the title of a poem from 
